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Updates
Item 
Number

Item Name Description Primary Impacted 
Audience

263270 Discard Future PCPs If for any reason an approved PCP that is NOT yet effective needs to be discarded, the system 
will now allow the CCS to discard the PCP and complete an updated one with the appropriate 
details and effective date.  This is particularly important for PCPs that were completed and 
approved with effective dates far in the future, but there is no current PCP to apply for the 
individual's services. If a CCS discards the PCP, Providers who had accepted services will be 
notified.

The Discard button for an approved PCP can be found within the PCP. This is located at the top 
right location as pictured below.

.

All

263279 Enable EDD to access the DDA waiver 
application packet in LTSSMaryland

EDD authorized users will now be able to view DDA Waiver Application packet in LTSS. EDD 
can now carry out the below activities: 

1) View all information in the Overview section.
2) View all forms uploaded, the Quick view and also view the List links.
3) Download and view all documents and forms including the Medicaid application,
supporting documents, and the EDD Release form. Users can click on the hyperlink under
the Document name column to view or download.
4) View the Workflow History section.

Further details about the DDA Waiver Application Process will be communicated separately.

EDD, DDA RO & HQ
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263281 PCP- Prevent Multiple Service Lines for 
the same service to the same provider 
location 

In the process of completing service authorization details for an individual's PCP, some services 
should never include more than one line on the PCP for the same provider.  Some examples of 
these services are Personal Supports, Dedicated Hours and Employment services.  Moving 
forward, the system will prevent multiple service lines being entered on the PCP for the exact 
same service with the exact same provider location. 

For example, if an individual receives Personal Supports from Test Agency (MA#123456700), 
once personal supports has been documented on the PCP service authorization for that agency, 
a second line of Personal supports cannot be entered for the same agency location (MA# 
123456700). The total units for Personal supports should be summed up on one service line.

Another example, if an individual receives residential Dedicated Hours 1:1 from Tester Agency 
(MA#112233303), Dedicated Hours 1:1 cannot be placed on the PCP more than once for 
Tester Agency (MA#112233303). Total units for the dedicated hours 1:1 should be summed up 
on one service line. However, Dedicated hours 2:1 can be added for the same location Tester 
Agency (MA#112233303) as that is a different service. 

The system will display an error message if the same provider location is being selected for the 
same service more than once. 

ALL
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CR 260251 Provider Portal: Service Plans Pending 
Submission-Text Change

The system was updated to use language that more accurately represents where a PCP is in 
the process of completion.  This allows provider agencies to more clearly differentiate service 
plans that are still pending with CCS and those that are with the DDA regional office pending 
approval.

Additionally, when a plan is submitted to the DDA Regional office and clarification is needed 
from the CCS, the plan can be sent back to the CCS agency for further information or updates.  
This counter on the provider Portal home page will also update to indicate if the PCP is with the 
CCS or with the Regional Office.
.

All Provider agencies

CR 260251 Provider Portal: Provider Removal from 
PCP Text-Change

When a PCP that includes a service accepted by a provider location is end-dated, the provider is 
promptly notified. The text for this notification was updated to ensure the communication was 
clear.  This information will show up in the alerts section for the provider agency. The notification 
will appear for all Admin provider roles tied to that specific Provider MA#.

Sample Alert Text: "The service Personal Supports for Jane Doe ends on 08/25/2020. Please 
contact the CCS Coordinator if you have questions"

All Provider agencies
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258316 PCP: Employment Focus Area update Updates were made to the Employment focus area of the PCP. This update includes a new 
question about the participant's intention to work.  When the participant answers this additional 
question, we can establish the participant’s intention to work. 
Both the questions below should be answered 'No' for the new question to be available for 
1) Am I currently employed? IF answered as 'No' AND
2) Am I retired? If answered 'No'
3) I want to work?"

This newly added question will also show on the PCP when printed.

CCS Agencies, DDA HQ & RO

137412 DDA letters - UI Modifications and 
Contact Number format update

To encourage consistency, updates were made across DDA letters informational formats. 

The following updates were made:
-User interface improvements,
-Updates to text,
-Phone number format updated across letters

Below is the format expected for all DDA letters

ALL

WO 220 Access Updates for DDA Updates were made to many DDA HQ and RO roles to ensure the appropriate access was 
available for each user. DDA HQ and RO users can track to their updated role access and 
inform the DDA Service Desk if there are any additional items for follow-up

DDA HQ & RO
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189603 Print Service Plan info From Service 
Plan Acceptance in Provider Portal

DDA Service Providers are now able to Print a copy of the Service Plan (PCP) in the Provider 
Portal. To access the print view, navigate to the Service Plan (PCP) details page and click the 
"Print" button at the top right corner.  The system will create a pdf copy of the PCP that includes 
the following sections:

1) Summary
2) Outcomes associated with this Provider
3) Rights
4) Restrictions
5) Service Authorization associated with this Provider
6) Provider Signature

Provider Agencies

WO 195 DDA Waiver Application Process 
Tracking Report

A new report was created for tracking the DDA Waiver APplication Process  This report allows 
users to walk through the process of an individual being added to the wave, completing 
application processes, and subsequent enrollment processes.  

The following user groups have access to this report for tracking individuals:
1) CCS Agency Users
2) DDA HQ Users
3) DDA RO Users

DDA HQ & RO, CCS Agencies

137437 Manually end date CCS Agency 
assignment

DDA Regional Offices (DDA RO) now have the capability to manually end-date CCS Agency 
Assignments when needed. Previously DDA RO were assigning individuals to the placeholder 
agency "No CCS Agency Assigned".  DDA RO may now unassign a CCS Agency if the person 
no longer receives DDA services. This will continue as part of the process for closing out an 
individual's case file.

DDA Regional Offices
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WO 212 Feedback Tool enhancements Several enhancements were made to the LTSS & Provider Portal Feedback tool. See the details 
below as they apply to various users across the system.

1) Providers now have the ability to search and view the feedback tickets that they have
submitted through Provider Portal.  Each provider users can click into the Feedback tool and
click "List" to list out all tickets that you have submitted. Provider users can also view the details
of the feedback ticket directly in the Provider Portal.

2) Supervisors at the DDA RO, CCS Agency or Provider Agency, respectively,  can view details
and track to tickets submitted by their staff at their agencies. This update also allows
Supervisors to search tickets by staff name. Note each agency can only see tickets submitted by
their own agency.

In LTSS: The feedback button can be found under "Menu" (top  right of the screen) when logged 
into LTSS. Click Create to create new feedback.  Click  List to see the list of all feedback that 
you have submitted as a user and for Supervisors to see feedback submitted by those you 
supervise in the system.

In Provider Portal: The feedback tab  can be found at the top of the screen. Click Create to 
create new feedback.  Click List to see the list of all feedback that you have submitted as a user 
and for Admin Providers to see feedback submitted by other staff at your agency.

All Users
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WO 202 Provider Portal Exceptions Count 
Enhancement

The exceptions count section of the home page was updated to better indicate the status of 
noted billing exceptions. The Exceptions count has been split into multiple columns indicating 
the exceptions that are still "Pending" and those that are "In Progress" for resolution.  This 
allows Providers to better track the applicable exceptions for their agency and track to the 
resolution as well.

Note: The count in the "Total" Column will always equal the sum of "Pending" plus "In 
Progress". Clicking on the link will take you to the page where all the services currently in 
exception would be listed.

Pilot Provider Agencies

DEFECTS Item Name Description Primary Impacted 
Audience

290186 Provider Portal: Expired SPC span(s) 
displayed w/i Client Information banner 
in Provider Portal

Issue: Expired/inactive Special Program Code(s) are displayed within the banner field 'Waiver:' 
of the Client Information banner in Provider Portal.

Fix: System was updated to not display Expired or Inactive Special Program Code (SPC) in the 
banner field for the Client information

Provider Agencies

288902 Provider Portal: Provider Acceptance of 
Pending Service Request is not 
retained

Issue: The system tracks Program Staff's review of the services that are pending on the PCP.  
The issue was that if the Program staff did not have to review a particular service, the system 
would continue to indicate the service was Pending, even after the service had gone through 
and been approved by the Regional Office.

Fix: The system was updated to ensure that the review of the program staff for services does 
not stay as pending after the service has been approved by the Regional office. 

Provider Agencies

288562 DDA Billing: Residential Service 
Provider Config counts not updating 
[13th Mo.]

Issue: The Residential provider configuration issue impacted how the system checks if  the 
participant has services in that month. If there is a 13th month of the plan year (plan goes from 
April 2020 through April 2021), it assumed the 13th month is a dupicate and was processing 
incorrectly

Fix: This issue has been resolved to ensure that the system includes the participant from the 
configuration update 'Number Of People Authorized'  for the residential configurration count. 
This should be the case regardless of the month of the PCP.

Pilot Providers

283873 DDA Billing: Non-EVV Svcs incorrectly 
held under "Client not enrolled in a DDA 
program" Exception

Issue: Some DDA services when billed were falling under an exception with "Client not enrolled 
in a DDA program" exception.

Fix:  The system was updated to fix those exceptions that do not apply. Any services that were 
previously held in this exception group can be resubmitted so that it can be re-processed for 
payment.

Pilot Providers
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287886 Alerts: MMIS Waiver Transaction 
submission alerts not generating for 
CS & FS

Issue: MMIS Waiver Transaction form submission Alerts "MMIS Waiver Transaction has been 
submitted with a Disenrollment." are not generating for program types Community Supports  and 
Family Supports.

Fix: The error has been fixed.  EDD users can view alerts for submitted MMIS Waiver 
Transaction forms for programs types Community Support and Family Support.

EDD


